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Combining Higher Order Abstra t Syntax (HOAS) and indu tion is well known to be problemati . We have implemented a tool
alled Hybrid, within Isabelle HOL, whi h does allow obje t logi s to
be represented using HOAS, and reasoned about using ta ti al theorem
proving in general and prin iples of ( o)indu tion in parti ular. In this
paper we des ribe Hybrid, and illustrate its use with ase studies. We also
provide some theoreti al adequa y results whi h underpin our pra ti al
work.
Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Many people are on erned with the development of omputing systems whi h
an be used to reason about and prove properties of programming languages.
However, developing su h systems is not easy. DiÆ ulties abound in both pra ti al implementation and underpinning theory. Our paper makes both a theoreti al and pra ti al ontribution to this resear h area. More pre isely, this paper
on erns how to reason about obje t level logi s with syntax involving variable
binding|note that a programming language an be presented as an example
of su h an obje t logi . Our ontribution is the provision of a me hanized tool,
Hybrid, whi h has been oded within Isabelle HOL, and

{ provides a form of logi al framework within whi h the syntax of an obje t
level logi an be adequately represented by higher order abstra t syntax
(HOAS);

{ is onsistent with ta ti al theorem proving in general, and prin iples of indu tion and oindu tion in parti ular; and
{ is de nitional whi h guarantees onsisten y within a lassi al type theory.
We pro eed as follows. In the introdu tion we review the idea of simple logi al
frameworks and HOAS, and the problems in ombining HOAS and indu tion.
In Se tion 2 we introdu e our tool Hybrid. In Se tion 3 we provide some key
te hni al de nitions in Hybrid. In Se tion 4 we explain how Hybrid is used to
?
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represent and reason about obje t logi s, by giving some ase studies. In Se tion 5
we give a mathemati al des ription of Hybrid together with some underpinning
theory. In Se tion 6 we review the arti les related to our work. In Se tion 7 we
omment on future plans.
Hybrid provides a form of logi al framework. Here we brie y re all some

fundamental te hni al details of a basi logi al framework, by using
the vehi le of quanti ed propositional logi (QPL) as an obje t level
logi |the notation will be used in Se tions 4 and 5. While this is a

very small logi , it omes with a single binding onstru t whi h exempli es the
problems we are ta kling. We let V1 ; V2 ; : : : be a ountable set of (obje t level)
variables. The QPL formulae are given by Q ::= Vi j Q  Q j 8Vi : Q: Re all how
to represent QPL in a simple logi al framework|the framework here provides
a form of HOAS, following [25℄. A framework theory is spe i ed by a signature
of ground types whi h generate fun tion types, and onstants. The obje ts of
the theory are given by e ::= name j vi j e e j  vi : e where name ranges over
onstants, and i ranges over N giving a ountable set of (meta) variables vi . From
this, a standard type assignment system an be formulated, leading to a notion
of anoni al form. We refer the reader to [25℄ for the full de nition. To represent
QPL we take a ground type oo of formulae. We also give the onstants of the
theory, ea h of whi h orresponds to a QPL onstru tor. For QPL we spe ify
Imp :: oo ) oo ) oo and All :: (oo ) oo ) ) oo . One an de ne a translation
fun tion
by the lauses

pq

pVi q def= vi

pQ1  Q2q def= Imp pQ1q pQ2q p8Vi: Qq def= All ( vi : pQq)

One an then show that this translation gives a \sensible" representation of QPL
in the framework, meaning that the fun tion
provides a bije tion between
QPL and anoni al obje ts, and further
is ompositional on substitution.
Although there are well known bene ts in working with su h higher order
abstra t syntax, there are also diÆ ulties. In general, it is not immediately lear
how to obtain a prin iple of indu tion over expressions or how to de ne fun tions
on them by primitive re ursion, although su h prin iples do exist [27℄. Worse still,
apparently promising approa hes an lead to in onsisten ies [16℄. The axiom of
hoi e leads to loss of onsisten y, and exoti terms may lead to loss of adequa y.
In our example, one would like to view the onstants above as the onstru tors
of a datatype oo ::= var j Imp (oo  oo ) j All (oo ) oo ) so that an indu tion
prin iple is \immediate". Su h datatype de larations would be perfe tly legal in
fun tional programming languages. In a theorem prover su h as Isabelle HOL the
onstru tors of a datatype are required to be inje tive [13℄. However, the fun tion
All : : (oo ) oo ) ) oo annot be inje tive for ardinality reasons (Cantor's proof
an be formalized within HOL) as Isabelle HOL provides a lassi al set theory.
Moreover, the fun tion spa e oo ) oo yields Isabelle HOL de nable fun tions
whi h do not \ orrespond" to terms of QPL. Su h fun tions give rise to terms
in oo whi h are unwanted, so- alled exoti terms su h as

pq

pq

All ( x: if x = u then u else All ( z: z ))
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We show that it is possible to de ne a logi al framework in whi h All is inje tive
on a subset of oo ) oo . The subset is suÆ iently large to give an adequate
representation of syntax|see Se tion 4.1.

2 Introdu ing Hybrid
Within Isabelle HOL, our goal is to de ne a datatype for - al ulus with

onstants over whi h we an deploy ( o)indu tion prin iples, while
representing variable binding through Isabelle's HOAS. We do this in
a tool alled Hybrid, whi h we introdu e in this se tion. Our starting

point is the work [1℄ of Andrew Gordon, whi h we brie y review. It is well known
(though rarely proved|see Se tion 5) that - al ulus expressions are in bije tion
with (a subset of) de Bruijn expressions. Gordon de nes a de Bruijn notation
in whi h expressions have named free variables given by strings. He an write
T = dLAMBDA v t (where v is a string) whi h orresponds to an abstra tion in
whi h v is bound in t. The fun tion dLAMBDA has a de nition whi h onverts
T to the orresponding de Bruijn term whi h has an outer abstra tion, and
a subterm whi h is t in de Bruijn form, in whi h (free) o urren es of v are
onverted to bound de Bruijn indi es. For example,

dLAMBDA v (dAPP (dVAR v) (dVAR u)) = dABS (dAPP (dBND 0) (dVAR u))
Gordon demonstrates the utility of this approa h. It provides a good me hanism
through whi h one may work with named bound variables, but it does not exploit
the built in HOAS whi h Isabelle HOL itself uses to represent syntax. The novelty
of our approa h is that we do exploit the HOAS at the meta (ma hine) level.
We introdu e Hybrid by example. First, some basi s. Of entral importan e
is a Isabelle HOL datatype of de Bruijn expressions, where bnd and var are the
natural numbers, and on provides names for onstants

expr ::= CON on j VAR var j BND bnd j expr $$ expr j ABS expr
Let TO =  V1 :  V2 : V1 V3 be a genuine, honest to goodness (obje t level) syntax1 tree. Gordon would represent this by

TG = dLAMBDA v1 (dLAMBDA v2 (dAPP (dVAR v1) (dVAR v3)))
whi h equals

dABS (dABS (dAPP (dBND 1) (dVAR v3)))
Hybrid provides a binding me hanism with similarities to dLAMBDA. Gordon's
T would be written as LAM v: t in Hybrid. This is simply a de nition for a
de Bruijn term. A ru ial di eren e in our approa h is that bound variables
in the obje t logi are bound variables in Isabelle HOL. Thus the v in LAM v: t
1
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is a metavariable (and not a string as in Gordon's approa h). In Hybrid we
also hoose to denote obje t level free variables by terms of the form VAR i;
however, this has essentially no impa t on the te hni al details|the important
thing is the ountability of free variables. In Hybrid the TO above is rendered
as TH = LAM v1 : (LAM v2 : (v1 $$ VAR 3)). The LAM is an Isabelle HOL binder,
and this expression is by de nition

lambda ( v1 : (lambda ( v2 : (v1 $$ VAR 3))))
where vi is meta abstra tion and one an see that the obje t level term is
rendered in the usual HOAS format, where lambda : : (expr ) expr ) ) expr is
a de ned fun tion. Then Hybrid will redu e TH to the de Bruijn term

ABS (ABS (BND 1 $$ VAR 3))
as in Gordon's approa h. The key to this is, of ourse, the de nition of lambda,
whi h relies ru ially on higher order pattern mat hing. We return to its de nition in Se tion 3. In summary, Hybrid provides a form of HOAS where obje t
level

{
{
{
{

free variables orrespond to Hybrid expressions of the form VAR i;
bound variables orrespond to (bound) meta variables;
abstra tions  V: E orrespond to expressions LAM v: e = lambda ( v: e);
appli ations E1 E2 orrespond to expressions e1 $$ e2 .

3 De nition of Hybrid in Isabelle HOL
Hybrid onsists of a small number of Isabelle HOL theories. One of these provides
the dataype of de Bruijn expressions given in Se tion 2. The theories also ontain
de nitions of various key fun tions and indu tive sets. In this se tion we

outline the de nitions, and give some examples, where e ranges over
Isabelle HOL expressions. We show how Hybrid provides a form of
HOAS, and how this an be married with indu tion.

We are going to use a pretty-printed version of Isabelle HOL on rete syntax;
a rule

H1 : : : Hn
C
will be represented as [ H1 ; : : : ; Hn ℄ =) C . An Isabelle HOL type de laration
V
has the form s : : [ t1 ; : : : tn ℄ ) t. The Isabelle metauniversal quanti er is ,

while Isabelle HOL onne tives are represented via the usual logi al notation.
Free variables are impli itly universally quanti ed. Datatypes will be introdu ed
using BNF grammars. The sign == (Isabelle metaequality) will be used for
equality by de nition.
Note that all of the infrastru ture of Hybrid, whi h we now give, is spe i ed
de nitionally. We do not postulate axioms, as in some approa hes reviewed in
Se tion 6, whi h require validation.
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level : : [ bnd; expr ℄ ) bool Re all that BND i orresponds to a bound variable in the - al ulus, and VAR i to a free variable; we refer to bound and free
indi es respe tively. We all a bound index i dangling if i or less Abs labels
o ur between the index i and the root of the expression tree. e is said to be at
level l  1, if en losing e inside l Abs nodes ensures that the resulting expression
has no dangling indi es. These ideas are standard, as is the implementation of
level .
proper : : expr ) bool One has proper e == level 0 e. A proper expression is
one that has no dangling indi es and orresponds to a - al ulus expression.
insts : : bnd ) (expr )list ) expr ) expr We explain this fun tion by example. Suppose that j is a bound index o urring in e, and v0 ; : : : ; vm a list of
metavariables of type expr . Let BND j be en losed by a ABS nodes. If a  j
(so that j dangles) then insts repla es BND j by vj a . If j does not dangle, then
insts leaves BND j alone. For example, noting 5 2 = 3,
insts 0 v0 ; : : : ; vm ABS (ABS (BND 0 $$ BND 5)) = ABS (ABS (BND 0 $$ v3 ))
abst : : [ bnd; expr ) expr ℄ ) bool This predi ate is de ned by indu tion as
a subset of bnd  (expr ) expr ). The indu tive de nition is
=) abst i ( v: v )
=) abst i ( v: VAR n)
j < i =) abst i ( v: BND j )
[ abst i f ; abst i g ℄ =) abst i ( v: f v $$ g v )
abst (Su i) f =) abst i ( v: ABS (f v ))
This de nition is best explained in terms of the next fun tion.
abstr : : [ expr ) expr ℄ ) bool We set abstr e == abst 0 e. This fun tion determines when an expression e of type expr ) expr is an abstra tion. This
is a key idea, and the notion of an abstra tion is entral to the formulation of
indu tion prin iples. We illustrate the notion by example. Suppose that ABS e
is proper; for example let e = ABS (BND 0 $$ BND 1). Then e is of level 1, and
in parti ular there may be some bound indi es whi h now dangle; for example BND 1 in ABS (BND 0 $$ BND 1). An abstra tion is produ ed by repla ing
ea h o urren e of a dangling index with a metavariable (whi h an be automated with insts) and then abstra ting the meta variable. Our example yields
the abstra tion  v: ABS (BND 0 $$ v ).
lbnd : : [ bnd; expr ) expr; expr ℄ ) bool This predi ate is de ned as an in-

du tive subset of S def
= bnd
is

 (expr ) expr )  expr . The indu tive de
=) lbnd i ( v: v ) (BND i)
=) lbnd i ( v: VAR n) (VAR n)
=) lbnd i ( v: BND j ) (BND j )
[ lbnd i f s; lbnd i g t ℄ =) lbnd i ( v: f v $$ g v ) (s $$ t)
lbnd (Su i) f s =) lbnd i ( v: ABS (f v )) (ABS s)
5

nition

There is a default ase (omitted above) whi h is alled when the se ond argument
does not mat h any of the given patterns. It is a theorem that this de nes a
fun tion. The proof is by indu tion on the rank of the fun tion where rank f =
= size (f (VAR 0)).
lbind : : [ bnd; expr ) expr ℄ ) expr Set lbind i e ==  s: lbnd i e s where 
is the des ription operator. Consider the abstra tion  v: ABS (BND 0 $$ v ). The
arguments to lbind onsist of a bound index, and an abstra tion. The intuitive
a tion of this fun tion is that it repla es ea h bound o urren e of a binding
variable in the body of an abstra tion, with a bound index, so that a level 1
expression results. This is the reverse of the pro edure de ned in the paragraph
on erning abstra tions, where dangling indi es were instantiated to metavariables using insts. In pra ti e, lbind will be alled on 0 at the top level. Thus one
has
lbind 0 ( v: ABS (BND 0 $$ v )) = : : : = ABS (BND 0 $$ BND 1)

lambda : : (expr ) expr ) ) expr Set lambda e == ABS (lbind 0 e). Its pur-

pose is to transform an abstra tion into the \ orresponding" proper de Bruijn
expression. Our running example yields

lambda ( v: ABS (BND 0 $$ v )) = ABS (ABS (BND 0 $$ BND 1))
It is easy to perform indu tion over a datatype of de Bruijn terms. However,
we wish to be able to perform indu tion over the Hybrid expressions whi h we
have just given. In order to do this, we want to view the fun tions CON, VAR,
$$, and lambda as datatype onstru tors, that is, they should be inje tive, with
disjoint images. In fa t, we identify subsets of expr and expr ) expr for whi h
these properties hold. The subset of expr onsists of those expressions whi h are
proper. The subset of expr ) expr onsists of all those e for whi h LAM v: e v
is proper. In fa t, this means e is an abstra tion, whi h is intuitive but requires
proof|it is a Hybrid theorem. We an then prove that
[ abstr e; abstr f ℄ =) (Lam x: e x = Lam y: f y) = (e = f )

INJ

whi h says that lambda is inje tive on the set of abstra tions. This is ru ial for
the proof of an indu tion prin iple for Hybrid, whi h is omitted for reasons of
spa e, but will appear in a journal version of this paper.

4 Hybrid as a Logi al Framework
Re all that in Se tion 2 we showed that Hybrid supports HOAS. In this se tion
we show how Hybrid an be used as a logi al framework to represent
obje t logi s, and further how we an perform ta ti al theorem proving.
The system provides:

{ A number of automati ta ti s: for example proper ta (resp. abstr ta ) will
re ognize whether a given term is indeed proper (resp. an abstra tion).
6

{ A suite of theorems: for example, the inje tivity and distin tness properties
of Hybrid onstants, and indu tion prin iples over expr and expr ) expr,
as dis ussed in Se tion 3.

Note that the adequa y of our representations will be proved in a forth oming
paper.

4.1 Quanti ed Propositional Logi
We begin with an en oding of the quanti ed propositional logi introdu ed in
Se tion 1. While the fragment presented there is fun tionally omplete, we hoose
to work with the following syntax

Q ::= Vi j :Q j Q ^ Q0 j Q _ Q0 j Q  Q0 j 8Vi : Q j 9Vi : Q
This will allow us to demonstrate the representation of obje t level syntax in
detail, and show some properties of an algorithm to produ e negation normal
forms.
So far we have written expr for the type of Hybrid expressions. This was
to simplify the exposition, and does not orrespond dire tly to our ode. There
one sees that Hybrid a tually provides a type on expr of de Bruijn expressions,
where on is a type of names of onstants. Typi ally, su h names are for obje t
logi onstru tors. Thus we an de ne a di erent type on for ea h obje t logi
we are dealing with. In the ase of QPL, we de lare

on ::= NOT

j

IMP

j

AND j OR j ALL j EX

followed by a Isabelle HOL type whose elements represent the obje t level formulae, namely oo == on expr . Readers should pause to re all the logi al framework
(and HOAS) of Se tion 1.
Now we show how to represent the obje t level formulae, as Hybrid expressions of type oo . The table below shows analogous onstru ts in LF and Hybrid.

LF

Hybrid

Constants
name
CON NAME

Appli ation
e 1 e2
e1 $$ e2

Abstra tion
 vi : e
LAM vi : e

In the next table, we show the representation of the obje t level formulae Q  Q0
and 8Vi : Q in LF and Hybrid, where
is a translation fun tion

LF

Hybrid
Abbrevs

CON

pq
Imp pQq pQ0 q
IMP $$ pQq $$ pQ0q
pQq Imp pQ0q

All ( v: pQq)
CON ALL $$ LAM v: pQq
All v: pQq

The bottom row introdu es some Isabelle HOL binders as abbreviations for the
middle row, where the Isabelle HOL de nitions are

q Imp q0 == CON IMP $$ q $$ q0 where Imp : : [ oo; oo ℄ ) oo
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and

All v: q v == CON ALL $$ LAM v: q v where All : : (oo ) oo ) ) oo
The ode for the representation of the remainder of QPL is similar:

And : : [ oo; oo ℄ ) oo
Or : : [ oo; oo ℄ ) oo
q And q0 == CON AND $$ q $$ q0 q Or q0 == CON OR $$ q $$ q0
Not : : oo ) oo
Ex : : (oo ) oo ) ) oo
Not q == CON NOT $$ q
Ex v: q v == CON EX $$ LAM v: q v
The QPL formula 8V1 : 8V2 : V1  V2 is represented by All v1 : All v2 : v1 Imp v2 ,
although the \real" underlying form is

CON ALL $$ (LAM v1 : CON ALL $$ LAM v2 : (CON IMP $$ v1 $$ v2 )
These de larations almost indu e a data-type, in the sense the above de ned
onstants enjoy ertain freeness properties, mu h as they would if they were
datatype onstru tors. We an prove that they de ne distin t values; for example All v: q v 6= Ex v: q v . This is a hieved by straightforward simpli ation
of their de nitions to the underlying representation. Inje tivity of higher-order
onstru tors (re all the end of Se tion 1) holds onditionally on their bodies being abstra tions. In parti ular, re all from Se tion 3 the result INJ that the
LAM binder is inje tive on the set of abstra tions. Simpli ation will yield
[ abstr e; abstr f ; All v: e v = All v: f v ℄ =) e = f: Sin e the type oo of legal formulae is merely an abbreviation for Hybrid expressions, we need to introdu e a \well-formedness" predi ate, su h that isForm Q holds i Q is a
legal obje t level formula.2 The indu tive de nition of isForm in Isabelle HOL
is immediate as far as the propositional part of QPL is on erned, for example [ isForm p; isForm q ℄ =) isForm ( p Imp q ). For the quanti ed part, we rst
remark that in a framework su h as LF one would write

pq

[ 8y: isForm y ! isForm (p y ) ℄ =) isForm (All v: p v )
This is not possible in Isabelle HOL, sin e the above lause, if taken as primitive,
would indu e a (set-theoreti ) non-monotone operator, and annot be part of an
introdu tion rule in an indu tive de nition. Therefore, we instead des end into
the s ope of the quanti er repla ing it with a fresh free variable and add the
orresponding base ase:

isForm (VAR i)
[ abstr p; 8i: isForm (p (VAR i)) ℄ =) isForm (All v: p v )
We an now pro eed to an en oding of an algorithm for negation normal
form as an indu tive relation, where we skip some of the propositional lauses,
2

Please see remarks in Se tion 7 on erning internalizing su h predi ates as types.
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and  abbreviates abstr p; abstr q ;

[ ;
[ ;
[ ;
[ ;

nnf (VAR i) (VAR i)
nnf (Not (VAR i)) (Not (VAR i))
nnf b d =) nnf (Not (Not b)) d
[ nnf (Not p) d; nnf (Not q )e ℄ =) nnf (Not ( p And q )) ( d Or e)
:::
8i: nnf (Not (p (VAR i)))(q (VAR i)) ℄ =) nnf (Not (Ex v: p v )) (All v: q v )
8i: nnf (Not (p (VAR i)))(q (VAR i)) ℄ =) nnf (Not (All v: p v )) (Ex v: q v )
8i: nnf (Not (p (VAR i)))(q (VAR i)) ℄ =) nnf (All v: p v ) (All v: q v )
8i: nnf (Not (p (VAR i)))(q (VAR i)) ℄ =) nnf (Ex v: p v ) (Ex v: q v )

Note how, in the binding ases, we expli itly state in  whi h se ond-order
terms are abstra tions; this allows us to exploit the inje tivity of abstra tions to
derive the appropriate elimination rules.
It is possible to show in a fully automati way that the algorithm yields
negation normal forms (whose de nition is omitted), that is nnf q q 0 =) isNnf q 0 .
Moreover it is a fun tional relation: nnf q q1 =) 8q2 : nnf q q2 ! q1 = q2 . The
latter proof exploits a theorem regarding extensionality of abstra tions, namely:
[ abstr e; abstr f ; 8i: e (VAR i) = f (VAR i) ℄ =) e = f
Note that the above is taken as an axiom in the Theory of Contexts [17℄.

4.2 Operational Semanti s in the Lazy Lambda Cal ulus
The obje t logi in this se tion is yet another - al ulus, Abramsky's lazy one

[2℄. We des ribe some properties of its operational semanti s. In parti ular, we
give HOAS en odings of some notions su h as divergen e and simulation whi h
are naturally rendered oindu tively |this an only be approximated in other
approa hes, as we dis uss in Se tion 6.
To represent the lazy - al ulus, the type on will ontain the names APP
and ABS , used to represent obje t level appli ation and abstra tion. We then
de ne the onstants below from these names, where lexp == on expr .
 : : [ lexp; lexp ℄ ) lexp
p  q == CON AP P $$ p $$ q

Fun : : : (lexp ) lexp ) ) lexp
Fun x: f x == CON ABS $$ LAM x: f x

The de nition of the well-formedness predi ate isExp is analogous to the one in
Se tion 4 and is omitted.
The bene ts of obtaining obje t-level substitution via metalevel - onversion
are exempli ed in the en oding of all-by-name evaluation (on losed terms) via
the indu tive de nition of >> : : [ lexp; lexp ℄ ) bool .
[ abstr e; 8i: isExp (e (VAR i)) ℄ =) Fun x: e x >> Fun x: e x
[ e1 >> Fun x: e x; abstr e; isExp e2; (e e2) >> v ℄ =) (e1  e2) >> v

Standard properties su h as uniqueness of evaluation and value soundness have
dire t proofs based only on stru tural indu tion and the introdu tion and elimination rules.
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Divergen e an be de ned o-indu tively as the predi ate divrg : : lexp

bool :

)

[ isExp e1; isExp e2; divrg e1 ℄ =) divrg (e1  e2)
[ e1 >> Fun x: e x; abstr e; isExp e2; divrg (e e2) ℄ =) divrg (e1  e2)

We an give a fully automated o-indu tive proof of the divergen e of ombinators su h as def
= (Fun x: x  x)  (Fun x: x  x), on e we have added the
abstr ta ta ti to the built-in simpli er. Moreover, there is a dire t proof that
onvergen e and divergen e are ex lusive and exhaustive.
Appli ative (bi)simulation  : : [ lexp; lexp ℄ ) bool is another interesting
( o-indu tive) predi ate with the single introdu tion rule
[ 8t: r >> Fun x: t x ^ abstr t ! (9u: s >> Fun x: u x ^ abstr u ^
(8p:isExp p ! (t p)  (u p))) ℄ =) r  s

The HOAS style here greatly simpli es the presentation and orrespondingly
the metatheory. Indeed, with the appropriate instantiation of the oindu tive
relation, the proofs that simulation is a pre-order and bisimulation an equivalen e
relation are immediate. Other veri ed properties in lude Kleene equivalen e is
a simulation, and divergent terms are the least element in this order.

4.3 The Higher-Order -Cal ulus
We present an en oding of the monadi higher-order  - al ulus [24℄, with stru tural ongruen e and rea tion rules; see [11℄ for a review of other styles of enodings for the rst-order ase. The syntax is given by the following, where a; a
ranges over names, X over agent variables:
::=  j a(X ) j ahP i
P ::= X j i2I i : P j (P1 j P2 ) j (a)P
The en oding introdu es appropriate type abbreviations (namely pi and name )
and onstants; we on entrate on restri tion, input and output:

New : : (name ) pi ) ) pi
(New a)p a == CON NU $$ LAM a: p a
In : : [ name; (pi ) pi ) ℄ ) pi
In a (p) == CON IN $$ lambda p
Out : : [ name; pi; pi ℄ ) pi
Out ahpiq == CON OUT $$ a $$ p $$ q

Repli ation is de ned from these onstants and need not be primitive:

! p == (New a)(DjOut ahpjDi) where D == In a ( x: (xjOut ahxi))

We then indu tively de ne well-formed pro esses isPro p, whose introdu tion
rules are, omitting non-binding ases,

isPro (VAR i)
[ abstr p; 8a: isName a ! isPro (p a) ℄ =) isPro (New a )p a
[ abstr p; isName a ; 8i: isPro (p (VAR i)) ℄ =) isPro In a (p)
10

Restri tion, being represented as a fun tion of type name ) pi is well-formed if
its body (p a) is, under the assumption isName a; this di ers from input, whi h
ontains a fun tion of type pi ) pi .
Pro ess abstra tion is de ned by pro Abstr p == abstr p ^ (8q: isPro q !
isPro (p q)). Next, stru tural ongruen e is introdu ed and we pro eed to en ode
rea tion rules as the indu tive de nition 7 ! : : [ pi ) pi ℄ ) bool . Note that the
presen e of the stru tural rule make this unsuitable for sear h. Here is a sample:
[ pro Abstr p; isPro q ; isPro p ; isName a ℄ =) In a (p)jOut ahqip 7 ! (p q)jp
[ abstr p; abstr p ; (8a: isName a ! (p a) 7 ! (p a)) ℄ =) (New a)p a 7 ! (New a)p a
0

0

0

0

0

0

A formalization of late operational semanti s following [18℄ is possible and will
be treated within a separate paper.

5 A Theory of Hybrid
The goal of this se tion is to des ribe a mathemati al model of Hybrid
and then show that the model provides an adequate representation
of the - al ulus. The work here serves to illustrate and under-pin
Hybrid. We pro eed as follows. In Se tion 5.1 we set up an expli it bije tion

between the set of alpha equivalen e lasses of lambda expressions, and the set
of proper de Bruijn terms. This se tion also allows us to introdu e notation.
In Se tion 5.2 we prove adequa y for an obje t level - al ulus by proving an
equivalent result for (proper) obje t level de Bruijn expressions, and appealing
to the bije tion.
First, some notation for the obje t level. - al ulus expressions are indu tively
de ned by E ::= Vi j E E j  Vi : E . We write E [E 0 =Vi ℄ for apture avoiding
substitution, E  E 0 for -equivalen e, and [E ℄ for alpha equivalen e lasses.
We write LE for the set of expressions, and LE = for the set of all alpha
equivalen e lasses. The set of de Bruijn expressions is denoted by DB, and
generated by D ::= i j i j D $ D j A(D) where i is a free index. We write DB(l)
for the set of expressions at level l, and PDB for the set of proper S
expressions.
Note that PDB = DB(0)  DB (1) : : :  DB(l) : : :  DB and DB = l<! DB (l).

5.1 A Bije tion Between - al ulus and Proper de Bruijn
Theorem 1. There is a bije tion : LE =  PDB:  between the set LE =
of alpha equivalen e lasses of - al ulus expressions, and the set PDB of proper
de Bruijn expressions,
In order to prove the theorem, we rst establish in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2
the existen e of a ertain family of pairs of fun tions [ ℄ L : LE DB(jLj): (j j)L .
Here, list L of length jLj is one whose elements are obje t level variables Vi . We
say that L is ordered if it has an order re e ted by the indi es i, and no repeated
elements. The rst element has the largest index. We write  for the empty list.



Lemma 1. For any L, there exists a fun tion [ ℄ L : LE ! DB(jLj) given re ursively by
11

{ [ Vi ℄ L def
= if Vi 62 L then i else posn Vi L where posn Vi L is the position of Vi
in L, ounting from the head, whi h has position 0.
{ [ E1 E2 ℄ L def
= [ E 1 ℄ L $ [ E2 ℄ L
{ [  Vi : E ℄ L def
= A([[E ℄ Vi ;L )
Lemma 2. For any ordered L, there exists a fun tion (j j)L: DB(jLj) ! LE
given re ursively by
{ (jij)L def
= Vi
{ (jj j)L def
= elem j L
the jth element of L
def
{ (jD1 $ D2 j)L = (jD1 j)L (jD2 j)L
{ (jA(D)j)L def
=  VM +1 : (jDj)VM +1 ;L where M def
= Max (D; L)
Max (D; L) denotes the maximum of the free indi es whi h o ur in D and the
index j, where Vj is the head of L.
The remainder of the proof involves establishing fa ts about these fun tions.
It takes great are to ensure all details are orre t, and many sub-lemmas are
required! We prove that ea h pair of fun tions \almost" gives rise to an isomorphism, namely that [ (jDj)L ℄ L = D and that (j[ E ℄ L j)L  E [L0 =L℄. Let q : LE !
LE = be the quotient fun tion. We de ne ([E ℄ ) def
= [ E ℄  and  def
= q Æ (j j) ,
and the theorem follows by simple al ulation. Although our proofs take great
are to distinguish -equivalen e lasses from expressions, we now write simply
E instead of [E ℄ , whi h will allow us to write [ ℄ L : LE =
DB(jLj): (j j)L
0



5.2 Adequa y of Hybrid for the - al ulus
It would not be possible to provide a \ omplete" proof of the adequa y of the
Hybrid ma hine tool for - al ulus. A ompromise would be to work with a
mathemati al des ription of Hybrid, but even that would lead to extremely long
and omplex proofs. Here we take a more narrow approa h|we work with what
amounts to a des ription of a fragment of Hybrid as a simply typed lambda
al ulus|presented as a theory in a logi al framework as des ribed in Se tion 1.
Before we an state the adequa y theorem, we need a theory in the logi al
framework whi h we regard as a \model" of Hybrid. The theory has ground types
expr , var and bnd . The types are generated by  ::= expr j var j bnd j  ) .
We de lare onstants

i :: var
i :: bnd
VAR :: var ) expr

BND :: bnd ) expr
$$ :: expr

) expr ) expr

ABS :: expr ) expr

where i ranges over the natural numbers. The obje ts are generated as in Se tion 1. Shortage of spa e means the de nitions are omitted|here we aim to give
a avour of our results. Our aim is to prove
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Theorem 2 (Representational Adequa y).
{ There is an inje tive fun tion jj jj : LE = ! CLF expr (?) whi h is
{ ompositional on substitution, that is
jjE [E 0 =Vi ℄jj = subst jjE 0 jj i jjE jj
where subst e0 i e is the fun tion on anoni al expressions in whi h e0 repla es
o urren es of VAR i in e. The de nition of meta substitution, and the set
CLF expr ( ) of anoni al obje ts in typing environment is omitted.
To show adequa y we establish the existen e of the following fun tions

LE = jj jj-L CLF expr (

(L))

L

DB(jLj)

The fun tion is a bije tion between obje t level variables Vi and meta variables
vi . Thus (Vi ) = vi . The notation (L) means \map" along L. We write (L)
for a typing environment in the framework with all variables of type expression.
From now on, all lists L are ordered. The fun tion L is de ned by the lauses

{
{
{
{

L i def
= VAR i
def
L i = elem i (L)
L (D1 $ D2 ) def
= L D1 $$ L D2
def
L A(D) = lambda ( vM +1 : VM +1 ;L D) = LAM vM +1 : VM +1 ;L D where
M def
= Max (D; L) (see Lemma 2).

The de nition of jj jjL is L Æ [ ℄ L . Note that this is a well de ned fun tion on
an -equivalen e lass be ause [ ℄ L is. In view of Theorem 1, and the de nition
of jj jj , it will be enough to show the analogous result for the fun tion  .
The proof strategy is as follows. We show that there is a fun tion insts whi h
maps de Bruijn expressions to anoni al obje ts, possesses a left inverse, and
is ompositional with respe t to substitution. Then we prove that the a tion of
L is simply that of the insts fun tion. Proofs of results will appear in a journal
version of this paper.

6 Related Work
Our work ould not have ome about without the ontributions of others. Here,
following [28℄ we lassify some of these ontributions a ording to the mathematial onstru t hosen to model abstra tion. The hoi e has dramati onsequen es
on the asso iated notions of re ursion and proof by indu tion.

{ De Bruijn syntax [4℄: we do not review this further.
{ Name- arrying syntax: here abstra tions are pairs \(name, expression)" and
the me hanization works dire tly on parse trees, whi h are quotiented by onversion [22, 29, 9℄. While re ursion/indu tion is well-supported, the detail
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that needs to be taken are of on a ase-by- ase basis tends to be overwhelming. To partially alleviate this [1℄ de nes name- arrying syntax in terms of
an underlying type of De Bruijn -expressions, whi h is then used as a metalogi where equality is - onvertibility. Very re ently, in [10, 28℄ Gabbay and
Pitts have introdu ed a novel approa h, based on the remarkable observation
that a rst-order theory of - onversion and binding is better founded on
the notion of name swapping rather than renaming. The theory an either
be presented axiomati ally as formalizing a primitive notion of swapping
and freshness of names from whi h binding an be derived, or as a nonlassi al set-theory with an internal notion of permutation of atoms. Su h
a set-theory yields a natural notion of stru tural indu tion and re ursion
over -equivalen e lasses of expressions, but it is in ompatible with the
axiom of hoi e. The aim of Pitts and Gabbay's approa h is to give a satisfying foundation of the informal pra ti e of reasoning modulo renaming,
more than formulate an alternative logi al framework for metareasoning (although this too is possible). An ML-like programming language, FreshML,
is under onstru tion geared towards metaprogramming appli ations.
{ Abstra tions as fun tions from names to expressions: mentioned in [1℄ (and
developed in [12℄) it was rst proposed in [5℄, as a way to have binders
as fun tions on indu tive data-types, while oping with the issue of exoti
expressions stemming from an indu tive hara terization of the set of names.
The most mature development is Honsell et al.'s framework [17℄, whi h
expli itly embra es an axiomati approa h to metareasoning with HOAS.
It onsists of a higher-order logi in onsistent with unique hoi e, but extended with a set of axioms, alled the Theory of Contexts, parametri to
a HOAS signature. Those axioms in lude the rei ation of key properties
of names akin to freshness. More ru ially, higher-order indu tion and reursion s hemata on expressions are also assumed. The onsisten y of su h
axioms with respe t to fun tor ategories is left to a forth oming paper. The
appli ation of this approa h to obje t logi s su h as the  - al ulus [18℄ su eeds not only be ause the possibility to \re e t" on names is ru ial for
the metatheory of operations su h as mismat h, but also be ause here hypotheti al judgments, whi h are only partially supported in su h a style [5℄
are typi ally not needed. Moreover - onversion an implement obje t-level
substitution, whi h is in this ase simply \name" for bound variable in a
pro ess. The latter may not be possible in other appli ations su h as the
ambient al ulus. This is also the ase for another ase-study [23℄, where
these axioms seem less su essful. In parti ular, o-indu tion is available,
but the need to ode substitution expli itly makes some of the en oding
fairly awkward.
{ Abstra tions as fun tions from expressions to expressions [26, 15℄. We an
distinguish here two main themes to the integration of HOAS and indu tion:
one where they oexist in the same language and the other where indu tive
reasoning is ondu ted at an additional metalevel. In the rst one, the emphasis is on trying to allow (primitive) re ursive de nitions on fun tions of
higher type while preserving adequa y of representations; this has been real14

ized for the simply-typed ase in [7℄ and more re ently for the dependentlytyped ase in [6℄. The idea is to separate at the type-theoreti level, via an
S4 modal operator, the primitive re ursive spa e (whi h en ompasses fun tions de ned via ase analysis and iteration) from the parametri fun tion
spa e (whose members are those onvertible to expressions built only via the
onstru tors).
On the other side, the Twelf proje t [27℄ is built on the idea of devising an expli it (meta)metalogi for reasoning (indu tively) about logi al frameworks,
in a fully automated way. M2 is a onstru tive rst-order logi , whose quanti ers range over possibly open LF obje t over a signature. In the metalogi
it is possible to express and indu tively prove metalogi al properties of an
obje t logi . By the adequa y of the en oding, the proof of the existen e
of the appropriate LF obje t(s) guarantees the proof of the orresponding obje t-level property. It must be remarked that Twelf usage model is
expli itly non-intera tive (i.e. not programmable by ta ti s). Moreover, oindu tive de nitions have to be rewritten in an indu tive fashion, exploiting
the o- ontinuity of the said notion, when possible.
Miller & M Dowell [20℄ introdu e a metameta logi , F OIN , that is based
on intuitionisti logi augmented with de nitional re e tion [14℄ and indu tion on natural numbers. Other indu tive prin iples are derived via the use of
appropriate measures. At the metameta level, they reason about obje t-level
judgments formulated in se ond-order logi . They prove the onsisten y of
the method by showing that F OIN enjoys ut-elimination [19℄. F OIN
approa h [20℄ is intera tive; a ta ti -based proof editor is under development,
but the above remark on o-indu tion applies.

7 Con lusions and Future Work
The indu tion prin iples of Hybrid involve universal quanti ations over free
variables when instantiating abstra tions. It remains future work to determine
the real utility of our prin iples, and how they ompare to more standard treatments. Informal pra ti e utilises the some/any quanti er that has emerged formally in [10℄. M Kinna and Polla k dis uss some of these issues in [21℄.
Several improvements are possible:
We will internalize the well-formedness predi ates as abstra t types in Isabelle HOL, signi antly simplifying judgments over obje t logi s. For example,
the subset of lazy - al ulus expressions identi ed by predi ate isExp will be ome
a type, say tExp , so that evaluation will be typed as >> : : [ tExp; tExp ℄ ) bool .
We will spe ialize the abstr predi ate to the de ned logi so that it will have
type (tExp ) tExp ) ) bool .
We envisage eventually having a system, similar in spirit to Isabelle HOL's
datatype pa kage, where the user is only required to enter a binding signature
for a given obje t logi ; the system will provide an abstra t type hara terizing
the logi , plus a series of theorems expressing freeness of the onstru tors of su h
a type and an indu tion prin iple on the shape of expressions analogous to the
one mentioned in Se tion 3.
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We are in the pro ess of further validating our approa h by applying our
methods to the ompiler optimization transformations for Benton & Kennedy's
MIL-lite language [3℄.
We intend to develop further the theory of Hybrid. Part of this on erns
presenting the full details of the material summarized here. There are also additional results, whi h serve to show how Hybrid relates to - al ulus. For example, we an prove that if abstr e, then there exists [ Vi : E ℄ 2 LE = su h that
jj Vi : E jj = LAM vi : e vi . On a deeper level, we are looking at obtaining ategori al hara terisations of some of the notions des ribed in this paper, based
on the work of Fiore, Plotkin and Turi in [8℄.
A full journal version of this paper is urrently in preparation, whi h in
parti ular will ontain a greatly expanded se tion on the theory of Hybrid, and
provide full details of the ase studies.
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